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Available online 20 December 2013AbstractAn important problem in studying the sloped rocket launch is to determine the oscillations and their effects on the initial conditions of the
rocket path. This phenomenon influences the stability of the launching device and the firing precision. It is assumed that the launching device and
the moving rocket form a complex oscillating system that join together into a sum of rigid bodies bound by elastic elements (the vehicle chassis,
the tilting platform and the rockets in the containers). The calculations of the launching device oscillations during the launch by numerical
methods are presented.
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The study of launching device oscillations during firing is
necessary for the design of accurate and efficient rocket-
launching device systems, especially when unguided rockets
are concerned.
This study presents a general mathematical model to
compute the oscillations during rocket launching. The purpose
of this model is to compute the oscillation parameters of a
launching device during firing and to estimate the influence of
these parameters on the rocket’s flight [1].
We consider that the launching device and the moving
rocket form an oscillating system, which is described by an
assembly of rigid bodies (Fig. 1) [11]. The parts of this system
are bound together by elastic elements. The rocket launching
device has the following main components:* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ40 721288312.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dt.2013.12.005- vehicle chassis (upon which is laid the launching device’s
basis is laid with the revolving support of the
mechanisms);
- tilting platform (with the containers for the rockets);
- rockets (including the moving rocket).Fig. 1. Rocket-launching device system.To be able to approach the real analyzed phenomenon, we
took into consideration all the forces and moments that act
upon the rocket-launching device system during firing.ction and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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equations system with variable coefficients. This model can be
used to study any launching device that resembles the one
presented in Fig. 1. This model can be also used to compute
the oscillations during firing and assess the dynamical stability
and more accurate calculus of the motion parameters for the
launched rocket [3].
2. Numerical approach2.1. System of axes and position variablesFig. 3. The systems of axes defining the tilting platform movement.The system of axes and the variables that define the posi-
tion and movement of the launching device are chosen so that
they do not limit the generality of the studied problem. It also
leads to a set of equations that, if the appropriate trans-
formations and simplifications are considered, can be inte-
grated using well known methods.
The motion of the whole system is related to a fixed system
of axes “bound up with the ground”,OTxTyTzT. It should be
mentioned that OT is considered to be on the same vertical line
with the chassis’ center of gravity, and contained in the lon-
gitudinal axial plane of the chassis. In the chassis’ center of
gravity, OS, we set the “bound up with the chassis” system of
axes OSxSySzS (Fig. 2) that describes the whole vehicle
chassis’ movements (the translation zS on the vertical direction
and the rotations gx and gy). The translations xS and yS and the
rotation gz are small enough, so they can be neglected [2].Fig. 2. The systems of axes describing the chassis movement.
Fig. 4. The rocket systems of axes.The bound between the chassis and the tilting platform is
accomplished by a revolving support, which is considered an
integrated part of the chassis (it has the same movement as the
chassis). In the center of the revolving support, OP, we
considered a “bound up with the revolving support” system of
axes, OPxPyPzP. This system is obtained by rotating the
tilting platform in horizontal plan with the direction angle 4H0
around the axis OSzS of the chassis system of axes. There is an
important point for the system’s kinematics on the revolving
support, named as O. It represents the point where the axle
collar of the tilting platform passes through the longitudinal
plan of the launching device [6]. The point Oh represents the
origin of the “bound up with the axle collar of the tilting
platform” system of axes, Ohxhyhzh (Fig. 3).The initial position of the system is obtained by rotating the
tilting platform in the vertical plane with the angle 4V0 . During
firing, the moving rocket forces and moments impose two
rotations on the tilting platform: 4z and 4y (the rotation 4x
around the longitudinal axes is neglected since it has smaller
values than the other two rotations). The “bound up with the
tilting platform” system of axis OBxByBzB (Fig. 3) is set in the
tilting platform’s center of gravity, OB. It has its axis parallel
with Ohxhyhzh.During launching, the rocket is submitted to a slow rotation
movement, _bðbxhbÞ, aiming at accomplishing a correspond-
ing firing accuracy. Without limiting the generality of the
study, we considered the initial angle b0 ¼ 0. Prior to leaving
the launching device, the rocket accomplishes a translation
motion, s, in relation to the tilting platform. We considered the
rocket’s center of gravity as the origin of the “bound up with
the rocket” system of axes ORxRyRzR (see Fig. 4).We consider 6 position variables (they describe entirely the
system movement) in studying the system composed of the
vehicle chassis, the tilting platform and the moving rocket.
They are as follows: the vehicle chassis translation “zS”, the
vehicle chassis rotation “gy” (the chassis pitch movement), the
vehicle chassis rotation “gx” (the chassis rolling movement),
the tilting platform rotation “4z” (the gyration movement
around the vertical axes), the tilting platform rotation “4y” (the
pitch movement) and the rocket translation ‘s’.
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such as rocket, tilting platform and vehicle chassis, in order to
highlight the exterior and interior forces that act on each of
them.
2.2.1. Forces and moments acting on the rocket
The following forces and moments act upon the rocket: the
rocket thrust, T, oriented along the ORxR axis, the rocket
weight, GR and the connection forces and moments (Fig. 5) [7].Fig. 5. The rocket forces and moments.
Fig. 6. Tilting platform forces and moments.The connection forces (including the friction forces) act on
the entire contact surface between the rocket and the guiding
tube. In order to reduce the complexity of the computation,
although keeping the generality of the studied problem, these
forces will be reduced to the resulting forces and moments in
the rocket center of gravity [8].
The connection force between the rocket and the tilting
platform, FR (the reacting force) has, in the rocket’s trans-
versal plan, two components, FRy and FRz (reacting forces
between the rocket and the tilting platform). The third
component FRx is oriented along the ORxR axis and consists in
the withholding force Fret. This acts upon the rocket until the
thrust overcomes the withholding force (the withholding force
keeps the rocket from moving until the rocket thrust reaches a
certain imposed value). Additionally, the friction force Ff acts
between the rocket and the tilting platform.
The connection moment, MR (the reacting moment of the
tilting platform on the moving rocket), between the rocket and
the tilting platform is given in relation with the rocket center
of gravity, having the components MRx, MRy and MRz within
the rocket system of axes ORxRyRzR.
2.2.2. Forces and moments acting on the tilting platform
The forces and the moments acting on the tilting platform
are as follows:
The weight, GB; the connection forces and moments be-
tween the tilting platform and the rocket; the same forces and
moments operating between the tilting platform and the chassis
through the axle collar of the tilting platform (Fig. 6) [2].The connection force between the tilting platform and the
rocket is given by:
FRb ¼FR
X
i
FRiFjet; ð1Þ
where FR is the reacting force of the launching rocket on the
tilting platform; FRi is the additional force that acts on the
tilting platform (the force belongs to the rocket that are in the
container and leads to an increase of the tilting platform
weight); Fjet is the force of the rocket jet.
Similarly, the reacting moment between the tilting platform
and the rocket, MRb, is written as:
MRb ¼MR 
X
i
MRi lBR FR 
X
i
lBR0i FRi lBQ
Fjet:
ð2Þ
The connection forces and moments between the tilting
platform and the vehicle chassis are as follows:
- RP is the reacting force on the tilting platform, (its
application point is Oh);
- Mh is the reacting moment on the tilting platform, with the
same application point and having the components Mhx,
Mhy and Mhz in the tilting platform’s system of axes (the
last two components are the counter-balance moments)
[4].2.2.3. Forces and moments acting on the vehicle chassis
Furthermore, the forces and moments acting on vehicle
chassis are the weight, GS, the connection forces and moments
between the chassis and the tilting platform, RP andMh (Figs.
7 and 8), as well as the connection forces between the chassis
and the ground: Fa1, Fa2 (at the chassis front axle), and Fp1,
Fp2 (at the chassis rear axle) [5] (Fig. 9).
Fig. 7. Vehicle chassis forces and moments.
Fig. 8. Vehicle chassis forces and moments.
Fig. 9. The calculus diagram for the rocket-launching device system.
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moments according to the degree of knowledge: known forces
and moments as well as unknown forces and moments [6]. Theknown forces and moments can be determined on the basis of
known parameters. They are thrust, weight of the components,
vertical components of the connection forces (between the
vehicle chassis and the ground) and the components of the
tilting platform-chassis connection moment [10].
The unknown forces and moments are determined based
on the motion equations’ components: the rocket-tilting
platform connection moments, the tilting platform-vehicle
chassis connection moments and the horizontal components
of the chassis-ground connection forces. If we know the
forces and moments that act on the rocket-launching device
system, we will be able to determine the general dynamic
equations that describe the motion of this system during
launching [4].2.3. General dynamic equations of the rocket-launching
device systemThere are 6 characteristic points within the rocket-
launching device system (Fig. 5): OT (the fixed point bound
up with the ground), OS (the vehicle chassis center of grav-
ity),OP (the center of gravity of the revolving support),Oh (the
meeting point between the axle collar of the tilting platform
and the longitudinal plan of the launching device),OB (the
tilting platform center of gravity) and OR (the moving rocket
center of gravity) [2].
In our study, the moving rocket system of axes travels in
relation to the tilting platform system of axes. At its turn, the
tilting platform system of axes travels in relation to the chassis
system of axes. Eventually, the chassis system of axes has the
ground system of axes as a reference system (fixed coordinate
system).
Moreover, it was deemed necessary to establish the trans-
lations and rotations relative to motions of the coordinate
systems for all the rocket-launching device system
components.
On the basis of the data presented before and using the
fundamental theories of the solid mechanics (impulse-mo-
mentum theorem etc.) we can determine the vector equations
that describe the motion of the center of gravity and therefore
the motion around it [12].
2.3.1. Equations at the moving rocket level
MR€s¼ T þGR þFRMR€zSMR€g lSRþMRlSR

_g2

 2MR _g _sMR _g

_g lSR

MR€4 lhR þMRlhR

_42

 2MR _4 _sMR _4

_4 lhR

þ 2MRlhR

_g _4

 2MR _4

_g lhR

;
ð3Þ
tR _uRþuR ðtRuRÞ ¼MR: ð4Þ
Fig. 10. Time history of the linear displacement zS.
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0¼ FRb þGB þRPMB€zSMB€g lSB þMBlSBð _g2Þ
MB _g

_g lSB

MB€4 lhBþþMBlhBð _42Þ
MB _4

_4 lhB

þ 2MBlhBð _g _4Þ  2MB _4

_g lhB

; ð5Þ
tB _uB þuB ðtBuBÞ ¼ lBhRPþMRb þMh: ð6Þ
2.3.3. Equations at the vehicle chassis level
MS$€zS ¼ GSRP þFa1þFa2þFp1þFp2; ð7Þ
(8)
tS _uSþuS  ðtSuSÞ ¼ lShRPMhþ lSA1 Fa1þ lSA2
Fa2þþlSP1 Fp1 þ lSP2 Fp2;
ð8Þ
where tR is the tensor of the rocket moment of inertia in
relation to the rocket system of axes ORxRyRzR (ORxR is a
symmetrical axis for the rocket),
tR ¼
0
@
JRx 0 0
0 JRy 0
0 0 JRz
1
A; ð9Þ
where JRx, JRy, JRz are the rockets’ moments of inertia; the
transversal moments of inertia are equal as a result of the
rocket symmetry:
JRy ¼ JRz ¼ J; ð10Þ
where uR is the angular velocity of the rocket system of axes,
ORxRyRzR, in relation to the ground system of axes, OTxTyTzT,
given by:
uR ¼ _gþ _4þ _b; ð11Þ
where tB is the tensor of the tilting platform moments of
inertia in relation to the tilting platform system of axes
OBxByBzB, described by:
tB ¼
0
@
JBx JBxy JBxz
JByx JBy JByz
JBzx JBzy JBz
1
A; ð12Þ
where uB is the angular velocity of the tilting platform system
of axes, OBxByBzB, in relation to the ground system, OTxTyTzT:
uB ¼ _gþ _4; ð13Þ
where tS is the tensor of the chassis moments of inertia in
relation to the vehicle chassis systemOSxSySzS,
tS ¼
0
@
JSx JSxy JSxz
JSyx JSy JSyz
JSzx JSzy JSz
1
A; ð14Þwhere uS is the angular velocity of the vehicle chassis system,
OSxSySzS, in relation to the ground system, OTxTyTzT,
uS ¼ _g: ð15Þ
The components Mhy and Mhz of the tilting platform and
the vehicle chassis connection moment are given by the
counter-balance moment on the tilting platform level [9]. They
can be written as:
Mhy ¼Mhy04yKhey l24y  _4yKhvy l24y ; ð16Þ
(17)
Mhz ¼Mhz04zKhez l24z  _4zKhvz l24z ; ð17Þ
whereMhy0,Mhz0 are the static connection moments between
the tilting platform and the chassis; Khey and Khez are the
elastic coefficients of the balancing system at the tilting plat-
form level for the axes Ohyh and Ohzh respectively; Khvy and
Khvz are the viscous friction coefficients of the balancing
system at the tilting platform level for the axes Ohyh and Ohzh
respectively; l4y and l4z are the characteristic lengths for the
rotation angles 4y and 4z respectively.
The above presented system consists of six vector equations
(3)e(8) (in the general case it contains 18 scalar equations)
and four independent vector unknown variables zS, s, g and 4
(therefore six independent scalar unknown variables zS, gx, gy,
4y, 4z and s). In order to calculate these parameters only 6
scalar equations are required. The other 12 scalar equations are
used to determine the connection forces and moments: FR
(two unknown variables), MR (three unknown variables), RP
(three unknown variables), Mh (one unknown variable), Fp1
and Fp2 (three unknown variables).
3. Numerical results
In the following paragraphs, we present some results ob-
tained by numerical solution of the equation system in order to
study the rocket-launching device system. Many simulations
are computed in a single rocket firing case with the rocket in
central position in the container. The evolution of the state
variables that describe the rocket-launching device system (zS,
gx, gy, 4y, 4z, 4s) are presented in Figs. 10e14.
Fig. 14. Time history of the angular displacement 4z.
Fig. 13. Time history of the angular displacement 4y.
Fig. 12. Time history of the angular displacement gy.
Fig. 11. Time history of the angular displacement gx.
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center of gravity has an oscillatory evolution (Fig. 10) having
a 0.75 s oscillating period. The oscillation amplitude has the
initial value of 1.6 mm, and after the first period decreases to
1 mm (62.5% from the initial amplitude).
The chassis angular displacements gx and gy have a damped
oscillatory evolution as well (Figs. 11 and 12). Moreover, the
oscillating period for gx (0.4 s) is smaller that for gy (0.8 s).
The gx oscillating amplitude is 0.18
 while the gy oscil-
lating amplitude is only 0.028 leading to the conclusion thatthe rolling oscillation is more important than the pitch oscil-
lation. As regarding the oscillations of the tilting platform, the
rotation angle 4y (see Figs. 13 and 14) has a larger period
(0.5 s) and a larger amplitude (0.8) than 4z (0.2 s oscillating
period and 0.04 oscillating amplitude). Therefore, we can
conclude that at the tilting platform level the main oscillation
is the pitch oscillation (4y).
4. Conclusions
As far as the evolution of the launching device oscillations
during firing is known, one can assess the dynamic forces that
develop at all levels of the launching device system component.
That provides the possibility of analyzing the dynamic behavior
of the whole assembly system. Whenever, assessing the oscil-
lation parameters of a rocket-launching device system and their
influence upon the system stability during firing (such as the
initial rocket flight condition), one implicitly assesses the firing
accuracy. The firing accuracy is a fundamental requirement in
the design of an accurate rocket-launching device system.
Computing the evolution of the state variables of the
“rocket-launching device” system during firing sequences al-
lows the evaluation of dynamic forces that are presented at all
levels of the launching device system component. Hence, it is
possible to analyze the dynamic behavior of the whole as-
sembly system. These oscillations can be determined by
numerically solving a theoretical model. At their turn, the
results were confirmed by the experimental results. Eventually,
the whole process leads to a significant improvement of the
numerical programming algorithm.
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